Motivated by computer experiments, we study asymptotics of the expected maximum number of base pairs in secondary structures for random RNA sequences of length . After proving a general limit result, we provide estimates of the limit for the binary alphabet " ! $ # with thresholds % ' & ) (
Introduction
It is well-known that there is a compositional bias in nucleotide usage of various classes of RNA, depending on function (see, for instance Karlin . This suggests the following motivating question: To what extent might compositional frequency of a class of RNAs determine or constrain the stability of optimal secondary structures (hence the function) for members of that class?
In this paper, which vastly extends the preliminary report of [9] , we study asymptotic properties of random RNA generated by a ¥ -th order Markov chain from fixed mononucleotide or compositional frequencies of nucleotides A,C,G,U; in the appendix, we consider random RNA generated by 8 -th order Markov chains. Our investigation is different than the work of either Hofacker et al. [17] or of Nebel [22, 23] . These authors consider a stickiness parameter, 9 which gives the probability that any two positions can base pair. In [17] , Hofacker, Stadler and Schuster extend the technique of Stein and Waterman [29] to compute asymptotic limits of the expected number of base pairs divided by sequence length, the number of secondary structures of a given order, etc. They do this by deriving appropriate recurrence relations and proceed by application of Bender's Theorem (see [29] ), a very powerful tool for solving asymptotic limits when generating functions satisfy a particular functional relation. In [22] , Nebel computes precise @ -th order moments of asymptotic numbers of secondary structures by using sophisticated extensions of the generating function technique of [30] . For example, Theorem 10 of [22] states that "the average number of unpaired bases in a secondary structure of size A is asymptotically
". This, however, concerns the expected number of unpaired bases among all secondary structures, even those which are not optimal, where additionally any bases may pair (i.e. not just Watson-Crick or GU wobble pairs). While the results of Hofacker et al. and of Nebel are both interesting and deep, they do not concern the questions addressed in this paper. In particular, the asymptotic limits we establish concern the expected maximum number of base pairs (and higher order moments) of random RNA of a given compositional frequency (or of given dinucleotide or more generally 8 -tuple frequency). This is not the same mathematical model as the Bernoulli model with a given stickiness parameter. In particular, the asymptotic value "xx" "xx1" Fig. 1 . Graph of the average number of base pairs in random RNA divided by length of RNA sequence. Values graphed come from columns 1 and 4 of Table 1. a given RNA sequence, we consider only optimal secondary structures having a maximum number of base pairs for a given RNA sequence. In this paper, we consider different possible values 6 ¥ for a minimum threshold on the number of unpaired bases between any two paired bases (i.e. hairpin loops are required to have at least unpaired bases in the loop region). We prove a general limit theorem, which states that there is an asymptotic limit for the ratio of the ex-pected maximum number of base pairs in random RNA divided by sequence length; moreover, this limit depends only on the compositional frequency used to generate the random RNA. In this regard, our simulations suggest that this limit is a minimum when the compositional frequency is ¥ § © for each base A,C,G,U. In an appendix, we extend the asymptotic limit result in three directions: (i) we consider the more realistic Turner [33] energy model using Zuker's algorithm [20, 34] , as well as the Nussinov-Jacobson [24] energy model; (ii) we consider random RNA as generated from a 8 th order Markov chain, for arbitrary but fixed 8 b $ (the asymptotic limit proved in the main part of the text concerns ¥ th order Markov chain); (iii) we consider not only the mean minimum free energy (mfe) per nucleotide of random RNA, but the standard deviation of the mfe per nucleotide as well as higher order moments. This extension is placed in an appendix, since the focus of the current paper is combinatorial; i.e. to prove exact values or lower and upper bounds for the asymptotic limit of the expected maximum number of base pairs of random RNA as a function of compositional frequency. A companion paper [7] to this article focuses on the Turner energy model, dinucleotide frequencies, random RNA generated by a first-order Markov chain, Z-scores, d -values and asymptotic Z-scores to quantify the extent to which (structural) RNA has lower folding energy D than random RNA of the same dinucleotide frequency.
Obtaining provable, exact values for asymptotic limits of expected maximum number of base pairs for random RNA of different compositional frequencies seems currently to be an intractable problem, so to shed light on this problem, we study the expected maximum number of base pairs for random strings in ; one also says that
In [24] Nussinov and Jacobson present a dynamic programming algorithm to compute the maximum number of base pairs in a secondary structure for a given RNA sequence. This
time algorithm is the basis for the more realistic Zuker algorithm [34] , as implemented in mfold and in Vienna RNA package RNAfold. Since the current paper concerns a mathematical analysis of asymptotic properties of RNA, we adopt the simpler Nussinov-Jacobson algorithm.
We now describe four methods of generating random RNA sequences: Markov0, Markov1, Shuffle, Dishuffle. The first method is known as the random word model, or more precisely a ¥ -th order Markov chain.
'
At times, we may disallow wobble pairs. Note that there is even an option in RNAfold of Vienna RNA Package [16, 11] which disallows wobble pairs. The next method generates a random sequence by taking a random walk on a firstorder Markov chain, whose transitional probabilities are obtained from measured dinucleotide frequencies.
of the same expected dinucleotide frequency as
(1) Compute the mono-and dinucleotide frequency of 
(1) Choose a random permutation
The last method is a clever dinucleotide shuffle process, due to S. Altschul and B. Erikson [2] , which preserves the same exact dinucleotide count. (Web server and Python source code for this algorithm is available in the web supplement. See also [10] for a recent web server, which implements the Altschul-Erikson algorithm for ; moreover, the Altschul-Erikson algorithm even produces the same number of dinucleotides of each type AA,AC,AG,AU,CA,CC, etc. (note that contains at most three elements).
(3) Let ¥ be the graph, whose edge set is and whose vertex set consists of those nucleotides 4 ,6 such that The proof of correctness of the Altschul-Erikson dinucleotide shuffle algorithm depends on well-known criteria for the existence of an Euler tour in a directed graph. See (Altschul and Erikson 1985) for details of Algorithm 4 and its extensions.
Now, given an RNA sequence of length
A , by the previous four methods, we can generate many random sequences of the same length A , guaranteed to have the same expected or exact mono-or dinucleotide frequency as that of , depending on choice of algorithm. While the theoretical contribution of this paper focuses on the random word model or ¥ -th order Markov chain, we experimented with each of the four algorithms to generate random sequences.
miRNA versus random RNA
The results of this section suggest that functionally important RNA, such as precursor micro-RNA (miRNA) from the Rfam database [14] , have more base pairs than that of random RNA of the same expected mononucleotide and/or dinucleotide frequency, as computed by our implementation of the Nussinov-Jacobson algorithm [5, 24] . We computed the mono-and dinucleotide frequencies of 506 precursor miRNAs, with sequence data taken from Bonnet et al. [3] (the data of Bonnet et al. was itself extracted from Rfam), as well as the minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation of the precursor miRNA lengths. Table 2 and Figure 2 indicate clearly ¤ As shown in [8] , most structurally important RNA has lower folding energy than random RNA, where folding energy is measured using Zuker's algorithm, as implemented in mfold or RNAfold. Although the Nussinov-Jacobson energy model, in particular computing the maximum number of base pairs, is a crude approximation to the real energy model, other classes of RNA (tRNA, hammerhead ribozymes, riboswitches) illustrate consistently that when applying the Nussinov-Jacobson algorithm for threshold 3, real RNA has more base pairs than random RNA. For the biologically irrelevant case of threshold 0, this is no longer the case. See additional data, tables and figures in the web supplement of this paper.
that precursor miRNA has more base pairs than random RNA, when applying the Nussinov-Jacobson algorithm with threshold , where random RNA is generated by each of Algorithms 1, 2, 3, 4. In contrast, Table 3 and Figure 3 indicate that for the biologically irrelevant case of threshold ¥ , there is no such phenomenon. See the web supplement for additional experiments with transfer RNA, type III hammerhead ribozymes and riboswitches, all of which yield that real RNA has more base pairs than random RNA. Though a crude approximation to the real energy model, the Nussinov-Jacobson energy model does indicate, for threshold , that structural RNA has more base pairs than random RNA. Unlike the Turner energy model, the Nussinov-Jacobson energy model is simple enough to allow us to establish numerical limits and upper and lower bounds for the maximum number of base pairs. In the companion paper [8] , we compute Z-scores and d -values to study how the folding energy of real RNA compares with random RNA. Table 2 Descriptional statistics for the number of base pairs divided by sequence length for a collection of 506 precursor miRNAs (miRNA sequence data from [3] ) and for random RNA, according to Algorithms 1, 2, 3, 4. For each miRNA, 100 random RNAs of the same size were generated, and the number of basepairs was computed, using our implementation of the Nussinov-Jacobson algorithm, where Watson-Crick and GU base pairs are allowed, with threshold set to . Table values concern the ratio of number of base pairs over sequence length. The theoretical analysis of the current paper principally concerns random RNA generated by Algorithm 1. For each method of generating random RNA, the mean number of base pairs is less than that of real RNA.
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NumBasePairs/SequenceLength miRNA, Threshold 3 "Markov0" "Markov1" "miRNA" "Shuffle" "Dishuffle" Fig. 2 . This figure displays the ratio of number of base pairs over sequence length, for 506 precursor miRNAs (sequence data taken from [3] ). Number of base pairs was computed using our implementation of the Nussinov-Jacobson algorithm, allowing Watson-Crick and GU wobble pairs with threshold of . The histogram of number of base pairs divided by sequence length for precursor miRNA lies to the right of the histograms produced by each of the four methods for generating random RNA -Algorithms 1, 2, 3 and 4. Histograms were obtained by generating, for each miRNA sequence, 100 random RNAs per real RNA, using each of the four methods discussed. Descriptional statistics for these graphs are given in Table 2 . Table 3 Descriptional statistics generated in an identical manner to those from Table 2 , with the exception that threshold is set to ( . Note the anomoly in this case of threshold ( , that random RNA obtained by both shuffling methods has a larger average number of base pairs divided by sequence length. Structural RNA has been under selective pressure to have lower folding energy than random RNA [8] . Although the Nussinov-Jacobson energy model is a crude approximation for the real energy model, in the case of threshold , random RNA appears to have fewer base pairs than real RNA. In the biologically irrelevant case of threshold ( , this is no longer the case. 
NumBasePairs/SequenceLength miRNA, Threshold 0 "Markov0" "Markov1" "miRNA" "Shuffle" "DiShuffle" ( was taken in the Nussinov-Jacobson algorithm, rather than threshold . Descriptional statistics are given in Table  3 . 
, so the above conjecture might suggest that such RNA is optimized for structural instability, which appears to contradict the data presented in Figure 2 . As previously mentioned, the case of threshold ¥ is biologically irrelevant; moreover, for simplicity, we have disallowed GU wobble pairs, and in counting the maximum number base pairs, there is no distinction between GC and AU base pairs. These ignored factors are all biologically relevant. 
does not yield a maximum mfe value. Further simulations suggest an asymptotic limit phenomenon. For any fixed compositional frequency, for instance
we generated random RNA sequences of length Table 6 , which illustrate the dependence of this asymptotic limit on the compositional frequency, for fixed threshold. The remain- Table 5 .
der of the paper furnishes a proof of this asymptotic limit phenomenon, as well as upper and lower bounds in the case of binary sequences.
Expected maximum number of base pairs in labeled secondary structures
We now prove the existence of an asymptotic limit, as suggested by the computer experiments from the previous section.
Definition 6 A function defined on the positive integers is said to be superadditive if for all integers
Similarly, a function is said to be subadditive if
The following useful lemma is due to Fekete [12] ; see also Steele [28] for extensions and additional information. For the sake of completeness, we include a short self-contained proof in the web supplement.
Lemma 7 (Superadditivity Lemma, Fekete [12])
For any superadditive function , the limit
Fix arbitrary compositional frequencies Table 7 ; values from column 4 (expected number of base pairs of random RNA divided by sequence length ) are graphed as a function of those from column 1 (sequence length ). an optimal secondary structure (i.e. having maximum number of base pairs) for random RNA of length A generated by sampling the compositional frequencies
For integer
¡ ¢ ¢ ! ¢ & % (i.e.
¥
-th order Markov chain). Since the compositional frequencies are fixed throughout, we write
be the number of base pairs in an optimal secondary structure on RNA sequence 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 8.
¢
In mfold, % is taken to be .
Note that the previous lemma depends on two conditions.
(1) Random words are generated by a ¥ -th order Markov process, which implies that §
is the concatenation of sequence followed by sequence
. This is clear, since the union of a secondary structure for and one for yields a valid secondary structure for , and so the maximum number of base pairs in a secondary structure for is at least
The condition (2) is superadditive, so by Lemma 7, the limit
In the remainder of the paper, we provide rigorous upper and lower bounds for the asymptotic limit of the expected maximum number of base pairs for random RNA as a function of the compositional frequency. In the appendix, we prove an asymptotic limit for mean and standard deviation (as well as higher order moments) of minimum free energy (mfe) per nucleotide of random RNA of a given compositional frequency, where mfe is computed by Zuker's algorithm using the Turner energy model.
Motivation
We now turn to the question of computing the asymptotic limit, whose existence was just shown. Throughout the remainder of the paper, we will consider a binary alphabet . It is hoped that our analysis of asymptotics for a binary alphabet may deliver techniques useful for the general problem.
For the purposes of combinatorial analysis a secondary structure is modeled as an outerplanar graph with vertices
such that there is at most one edge between any two vertices. 0
, is an edge connecting two positions of the RNA sequence
. Base pair
; equivalently,
is said to be exterior to
. A labeled secondary structure, denoted LSS, differs from a secondary structure in two respects: first, the bases are labeled by either must have different labels. Graph vertices will indistinguishably be called nodes and bases, and edges will be called base pairs.
The structural components of RNA secondary structures (see Clote-Backofen [5] or Waterman [31] ) are stacked base pairs, hairpin loops, bulges, interior loops, and multiloops. Such components, with the exception of hairpin loops, are not important for our analysis. In the sequel we are interested in secondary structures having at least 8 hairpin loops, each having at least threshold (see Figure 6 ). For our purposes, a hairpin loop in a secondary structure for a given binary sequence is given by a base pair all its hairpin loops.
Secondary structures with

¥ -thresholds
We can prove the following theorem that gives the asymptotic behavior of the expected maximum number of base pairs of a random labeled secondary structure.
be the expected maximum number of base pairs for a random word
, where is generated by Algorithm 1 and probability of generating
Moreover, the resulting max size base pairing has no threshold positions.
Proof (Theorem 11). For any binary string of length
A which contains many ¥ 's,
. To see this consider the following algorithm.
Algorithm
¥ $
Algorithm
Input:
A string 0 1 B
of bits of length
A .
Output:
An optimal secondary structure.
1. Repeat as long as two adjacent bases with different labels exist;
2. Basepair any two adjacent bases with different labels;
3. Remove the paired bases and go to step 1;
To analyze this algorithm we use the DeMoivre-Laplace theorem. Letting £ $ d , and recalling standard notation for the binomial probability distribution, where
Before proceeding, we define the notation to mean that
Now, by the DeMoivre-Laplace theorem (a version of the central limit theoremsee p. 182 ff. of Feller [13] ),
denotes the cumulative distribution function for the standard normal distribution with mean ¥ and standard deviation $ . Thus
In analysis and number theory (e.g. p. 7 of [15] ) and in some probability texts (e.g. [13] ), the notation 1 is used in this context. This should not be confused with the statistics notation 
This completes the proof of Theorem 11.
Asymptotics of Optimal Secondary Structures
In this section we consider asymptotics of optimal secondary structures with bases labeled with ¥ £ ¢ $ . We will extend the asymptotic result of Theorem 11 to the case of secondary structures with a given threshold size. 
is superadditive as a function of A ; moreover, the limit 
Finally, we can prove the superadditivity of
The existence of the limit is an immediate consequence of the superadditiovity of
. This completes the proof of Lemma 14.
Our goal is to prove the following theorem. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. The proof will follow a detour in which we will first consider the simpler problem of the longest dual-common subsequence of two random sequences (see Subsection 4.1) as well as an optimization result concerning the position of the threshold in an optimal secondary structure with a single threshold position (see Subsection 4.2). 
Longest dual common subsequences
. The longest common subsequence problem goes back to [4, 25] and concerns the computation of
. Both of these are open problems.
Of interest to us is the dual problem which we now define. A dual-common subsequence of and ¡ is determined by sequences 
. In this section we prove the following result. 
Using Chernoff bounds (see Motwani and Raghavan [21] ) for 
then after a few elementary calculations we derive easily that 
Proof (Lemma 18). Using Lemma 17 we derive that for
Using this last result we can estimate the expected value of the random variable ¡ , namely we have that
Now we can turn to proving the theorem. For this purpose, let us assume that
be two binary strings generated randomly and independently, where 
Every block gives rise to two matchings (base pairs); see Figure 7 . Therefore the s' 01 01 01 01 01 10 10 10 10 s . Passing to the limit we observe that for any
Next we improve the lower bound by considering substrings in of the form , respectively, and these are good pairs. Thus,
The last inequality follows from conditioning on ¡ since then each substring ¥ $ of is in a block and thus the first
Second consider the set¨¦ of all substrings in of the form . Using 8, 9, 10, and the linearity of expectation, the average number of matchings between two random strings will be
Passing to the limit, we observe that for
This completes the proof of Theorem 16.
Dual-common subsequences and single thresholds
We would like to relate the dual-common subsequence problem and the expected maximum number of base pairs in secondary structures by showing that the number of base pairs is maximized when the threshold is at the center of the secondary structure.
Before providing the details of the proof we explain several ideas on optimal secondary structures. Consider a sequence 
. In particular,
is an immediate consequence of the definition of the dual-common subsequence. So we concentrate on the rest of the lemma. The existence of the limit will follow from the superadditivity of the function
. Indeed, we want to prove that for any
. Let and ¡ be two strings of length £ and A , respectively, and consider the two -matchings depicted in Figure 10 . 
is the concatenation of and ¡ . It follows that
The existence of the limit is now an immediate consequence of the superadditivity of the function
Next we prove that
. We will show that ) ¤ £ ) £ ¢ . In the sequel we will provide a transformation ¡ that transforms a sequence into a new sequence ¡ and an -matching for into a ¤ matching for ¢ ¡ (see Figure 11 ). Consider a sequence as depicted on the left side Figure 11 ). The value of 4 that will achieve the desired cut is easy to determine by observing that the length of ¡ plus the length of ¡ ¡ must be equal to ¤ A , i.e., 
It follows from the definition of the expected value that
Using these identities and Inequality (12) we obtain
Dividing both sides of the resulting inequality by A this implies that
Using the last inequality and passing to the limit as A we obtain that
This completes the proof of Lemma 21.
Proof (Theorem 15)
The upper bound
is an immediate consequence of Theorem 11. It remains to prove that
Divide the secondary structure into
denotes string concatenation. It follows that
Dividing by
A we obtain that
, so in passing to the limit as A , we have
for any subadditive function
Consider now two random strings
,generated by appending independently generated random bits, . By taking the limit as A tends to infinity and applying Theorem 16, we have
This establishes the proof of Theorem 15.
Conclusion
In this paper, we report results of various computer experiments concerned with random RNA; see the web supplement http://clavius.bc.edu/~clotelab/ for some of the code used and data obtained. These results suggest an asymptotic limit phenomenon proved to exist in Theorem 9, for which we provide an exact numerical value in Theorem 11 for the case of binary sequences using threshold ¥ , and for which we give an upper and lower bound in Theorem 15 for the case of binary sequences using threshold . As a tool, we investigate¨R . Our experiments suggest Conjecture 5, which asserts that under certain conditions the uniform distribution for nucleotides A,C,G,U yields a minimum expected number of base pairs in random RNA. One might wonder whether natural RNA tends roughly to have an equal mononucleotide frequency for each of A,C,G,U in order to maximize instability? Most assuredly not, as illustrated in Table 2 and Figure 2 , which suggest that real RNA has more base pairs than random RNA of the same mono-or dinucleotide frequency. In contrast to Table 6, Table 4 suggests that natural RNA neither has the maximum nor minimum free energy over all possible compositional frequencies.
Appendix: Asymptotic Limits for subadditive functions
In this section, we prove a far-reaching extension of Theorem 9. Specifically, we prove the existence of an asymptotic limit for the mean and standard deviation of the minimum free energy (mfe) per nucleotide, as computed either by the Nussinov-Jacobson algorithm [5, 24] or by Zuker's algorithm mfold [34] , for random RNA of any fixed compositional frequency; additionally, we prove the existence of limits for all higher order moments. 
Definition 22 A real-valued valued function on the integers is subadditive
Therefore it is enough to show that this last term is less than or equal to
If we simplify we obtain that it is enough to prove that
In turn, if we multiply out Inequality 14 by
we obtain the equivalent Inequality 15.
After factorization, Inequality 15 becomes equivalent to Inequality 16.
which is always true since 6 ¥
. To see that Inequality 10 is always valid observe that if we put As a corollary of this lemma we also obtain the following result.
Lemma 24 Consider a real-valued function on the integers. If for some constant
) and is subadditive (respectively, is superadditive) then for all integers 
Now repeating the argument in the proof of Lemma 24, we see easily that since the limit of We can also apply this lemma to show that for the standard deviation of a subadditive random variable ¢ satisfying Inequality 18 the limit of In Theorem 9, we established the existence of an asymptotic limit of the expected maximum number of base pairs in a secondary structure of random RNA, which is generated by Algorithm 1 to have a given expected mononucleotide frequency. Given the generality of the theorems we have just established, we can lift the asymptotic limit result of Theorem 9 in two directions: (i) to consider a more realistic energy model for secondary structure formation, (ii) to consider random RNA generated by Algorithm 2 (resp. by any 8 -th order Markov process). The latter condition ensures that the random RNA which is generated has a given expected dinucleotide frequency (resp.
8
-tuple frequency). As earlier mentioned, Workman and Krogh [32] have pointed out the importance of conserving dinucleotide frequency when computing Z-scores for minimum free energy of random RNA, so this is a practical concern in applications.
To treat the Turner energy model [33, 20] , which is the current energy model used in M. Zuker's algorithm, as implemented in mfold and in Vienna RNA Package RNAfold, we here redefine (in a trivial manner) the Nussinov-Jacobson energy of RNA sequence ).
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In the main body of the text, we had defined Nussinov-Jacobson energy to be the maximum number of base pairs in any secondary structure on 0 ¥¥¥ B (a positive number). The trivial change made here entails that energy is negative, and that the Nussinov-Jacobson energy is the minimum free energy according to the Nussinov-Jacobson energy model. , then we obtain the existence of an asymptotic limit for the expectation and standard deviation (as well as higher moments) per nucleotide of random RNA. Here, random RNA can be generated by Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, or even by a 8 -th order Markov process.
The ability to compute mean and standard deviation of the minimum free energy (mfe) per nucleotide, according to the Turner energy model, of random RNA generated by Algorithm 2 permits us to define the novel notion of asymptotic Zscore [6] . An alternative and more detailed proof, using Kingman's ergodocity theorem for subadditive stochastic processes [19] , for the existence of an asymptotic limit for the mean and standard deviation of the minimum free energy per nucleotide for random RNA, generated by Algorithm 2, is given in [6] . The proofs given in this appendix are new and extend both Theorem 9 and the limit theorem proved in [6] . See [6] for details concerning asymptotic Z-scores and applications to RNA. 0 Following Workman and Krogh [32] , in Z-score computations involving minimum free energy of RNA secondary structures, also called folding energy, it is important to generate random RNA so as to conserve given dinucleotide frequencies. This can be done by Algorithm 2, but not by Algorithm 1. 
